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Financial institutions, mainly banks, have been a major source of financing businesses in 

Cambodia. However, things may not stay the same. The inauguration of Cambodia 

Securities Exchanges (CSX) under the joint venture between the Ministry of Economy and 

Finance and Korea Exchanges (KRX) is one of the example of how financial innovations 

can help fund businesses1. As a Cambodian student, majoring in Financial Economics, I 

would like to share some basic valuation models that personal investors can use when 

deciding on buying a company’s stock. There is no-clear cut method in evaluating the stock 

price, but what we, as an investor, should do is to evaluate our chosen company with the 

knowledge we have rather than gamble our money.  

Currently, there are only two companies listed at CSX: PPWSA and Grand Twins. Many 

more companies have worked on IPOs. Since the two companies have been listed not long 

enough, I was not able to have a concrete knowledge of its value. For this reason, I decided 

to choose Apple Inc., which many Cambodians know of, as the sample company and 

hopefully I will be able to evaluate Cambodian listed company when enough information is 

available to the public.  Below is my sample report: 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!KPMG:!Investing!in!Cambodia:!

https://www.kpmg.com/KH/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/Documents/Investing%20in%20Camb

odia_16%20Jul_s.pdf!
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I. Recommendation 

Investors and analysts should have high hopes on Apple Inc (NASDAQ:AAPL). Apple 

share price is growing consistently and at a very fast pace as shown in the graph below. This 

paper is going to compute various valuation models that explain why Apple stock price is 

still undervalued.  

 

Source: Google Finance 

II. Business Summary 

Apple Inc. designs, produces, and markets mobile communication and media devices, 

personal computers, and portable digital music players worldwide. Apple also sells related 

software, services, accessories, networking solutions, and third-party digital content and 

applications2.  

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
!Yahoo!Finance:!http://finance.yahoo.com/q/pr?s=AAPL+Profile!

Price 126.85 
Beta 0.93 
Next Earnings Date 27th April 2015 
Day's Range 126.61 - 128.57 
52wk Range 73.05 - 133.60 
Volume 36,307,726 
P/E ratio 17.18 
EPS 7.39 
Div & Yield 1.88 (1.50%) 
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III. Risks 

Risks: Apple’s beta is 0.93. An average systematic risk security has a beta of 1, whereas 

beta values above and below 1 indicates greater-than-average and smaller-than-average 

systematic risk. In this sense, Apple is theoretically 7% less volatile than the market.  

Apple’s stock has taken a risk-free quality because it does not move too much due to 

systematic risk. Apple shines during bear market because investors are drawn to its solid 

balance sheet and stable consumer demand that does not seem to be affected by its pricing.  

Formally, the CAPM’s equation!!(!!) = !! + !!(!(!!)− !!) has provided 

economically grounded for required return estimation. The required return of Apple is 

6.68%. It is the minimum level of expected return that an investor requires in order to invest 

in Apple, given its riskiness. 

Discount Rate: The discount rate does not only take into account time value money, 

but also risk or uncertainty of future cash flows. In fact, the greater the uncertainty of future 

cash flows, the higher the discount rate. I used the weighted average cost of capital (WAAC) 

to calculate the discount rate because the cost of capital is legitimately logical price tag to 

put on the investment. In other words, WAAC is very relevant for equity valuation because 

we want to know how expensive it is for Apple to raise funds.  
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!""# = 1− !"#!!!"# ∗ !! !
!!! + !!

!
!!! 

Cost of debt (Rd) as of June 2015 3.45% (30 years apple bond)3  
Cost of equity (Re) as of equity: 
 

• Rf=2.51% (U.S. 10 Year Bond) (Source: 
Bloomberg) 

• Average Market Return 1950-2014 E(Rm)=7% 
• Apple’s Beta=0.93 
• !(!!) = !! + !!(!(!!)− !!) 
• ! !! = !" = 2.5+ 0.93 ∗ 7− 2.51 =

6.685% 
2014 Apple Average Tax Rate 26.22% 
Debt 36.40B4 
Equity 123.33B5 
 

!""# = 1− .2622 ∗ .0345 ∗ !".!"
!".!"!!"#.!! + .06685 ∗

!"#.!!
!".!"!!"#.!! = 0.0574 = 5.74% 

Thus, we can conclude that Apple pays 5.74% interest for every dollar it finances.  

Growth Rate: In Appendix 1, Apple EPS growth rate is small due to stock split.  I 

would not use it in my valuation model. In Appendix 2, Apple sales are growing very fast in 

the “Boom” stage of business cycle. At this stage, there is invention of new and exciting 

products for customers. However, as the business becomes more mature, the sales were 

reduced. I used 9.2%, which is a growth rate at a more stable pace. 9.2% comes from the 

growth rate of Apple sales in 2013. The average dividend growth rate is very high within the 

last few years, which is abnormal due to the high volume of sales. It has directly led to high 

valuation of the dividends being paid out. Such dividend growth is not accurate enough to 

allow us to use in our valuation model. To be more accurate, I use the Gordon Growth 

Model, which is more useful for valuing broad stock with earnings expected to grow at a 

stable rate. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
!CNN!Money:!http://money.cnn.com/2015/02/04/investing/appleVbondVtiming/!

4
!Yahoo!Finance:!http://finance.yahoo.com/q/ks?s=AAPL!

5
!Wikinvest:!http://www.wikinvest.com/stock/Apple_%28AAPL%29/Data/Total_Equity!
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! = !" ∗ ! − !"
!" + !" = 127.1 ∗ 6.685%− 1.85

1.85+ 127.1 = 5.15% 

! !: !ℎ!!!"#!!"#$!!"#$%&#%!!"#$%ℎ!!"#$!!"!!"#"!$%! 
! !":!"##$%&!!"#$%!!"!!""#!!!!!"#$% 
! !: !"#$%!"&!!"#$!!"!!"#$!%!!"!!""#!!!!"#$% 

The retention growth rate,!! = !"# ∗ !, allows me to compute for growth rate similar 

to the Gordon Growth Model which is 4.81%.  We also need to take into consideration of 

U.S. GDP growth rate, which is 3.91%, in order to balance the growth rate of the company 

with the situation of the economy, avoiding overestimation of growth.  

Current and Historical Cash Flows: Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) “is the cash 

flow available to the company’s suppliers of capital after all operating expenses (including 

taxes) have been paid and necessary investments in working capital (e.g., inventory) and 

fixed capital (e.g., equipment) have been made”6. 

 

 

Data Source: Morning Star 

Free cash flow to the equity (FCFE) is cash flow available to equity holders only. 

There is an interesting insight from Apple net borrowing. Apple borrowed a lot in 2013 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
!Pinto,!J.!E.,!Henry,!E.,!Robinson,!T.!R.,!&!Stowe,!J.!D.!(n.d.).!Equity!Asset!Valuation!(2nd!ed.).!Hoboken:!John!

Wilery!&!Sons,!Inc.!

Year 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009
Net$income 39,510$$ 37,037$$$$$$$$ 41,733$$$$$$$ 25,922$ 14,013$$ 5,704$$$$$

Plus Net$noncash$charges 13,156$$ 10,151$$$$$$$$ 9,422$$$$$$$$$ 5,850$$$$ 3,370$$$$$ 920$$$$$$$$
Plus Interest$Expense 384$$$$$$$ 136$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
* 1BTax$Rate 0.740$$$$ 0.739$$$$$$$$$$ 0.758$$$$$$$$$ 0.758$$$ 0.756$$$$ 0.756$$$$$

Less
Investments$in$property,$
plant,$and$equipment 9,571$$$$ 8,165$$$$$$$$$$$ 4,260$$$$$$$$$ 4,260$$$$ 2,005$$$$$ 1,144$$$$$

Less Purchase$of$intangibles 242$$$$$$$ 911$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 3,192$$$$$$$$$ 3,192$$$$ 116$$$$$$$$ 69$$$$$$$$$$$

FCFF 43,137$$ 38,212$$$$$$$$ 43,703$$$$$$$ 24,320$ 15,262$$ 5,411$$$$$
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because the interest rates on U.S. bonds are very low, even though it has billions of dollars 

in cash. According to CNN Money, Apple's finance team might as well belong to the genius 

bar given that the company is paying interest rates as low as 1.55% on its 5-year bond. The 

low interest rate allows people to borrow for only the last two years7.  

 

Data Source: Morning Star & Yahoo Finance 

IV. Valuation 
 
Dividend Discount Model (DDM) 
 
a. Simple DDM 

 

The expected dividend of Apple next year is 1.937, with a required return of 6.69%. 

The growth rate g is 5.5%. Thus, the value of Apple stock based on the simple dividend 

model:  

Vo= $ 126.17 per share. The Dividend Discount Model depicts a similar value to current 

Apple stock price. 

b. Two-stage DDM 
 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
!CNN!Money:!http://money.cnn.com/2015/02/04/investing/appleVbondVtiming/!

Year 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009
Free$Cash$flow$to$the$
firm 49,900$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 44,590$$$$$$$$$ 41,454$$$$$$ 30,077$$$$$$$$$$$ 16,474$$$$$$$$$ 8,946$$$$$$$$$$

Less Interest$expense 384$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 136$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
* (1ATax$Rate) 0.74 0.74 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
Plus $Net$Borrowing 18,266$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 16,896$$$$$$$$$
FCFE 67,882$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 61,386$$$$$$$$$ 41,454$$$$$$ 30,077$$$$$$$$$$$ 16,474$$$$$$$$$ 8,946$$$$$$$$$$
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Apple short term dividend growth rate is 9.2% per year for 3 years because of MAC 

adaptation, Phablet and the Apple watch (both starting this year). 9.2% is a legitimate 

growth rate of sales as Apple becomes mature with an on-going new inventions. The Apple 

watch is an interesting development because it is not only technology but also fashion. The 

iPhone has dominated the market for cell phones a lot during the past few years, surviving 

the invention of many changes, even including the color of the phone.  I used 5.15% for long 

term growth rate as dividend may grow at a constant rate for a large company such as Apple, 

as found through Gordon growth model. In the long run, Apple’s growth rate will converge 

to a more stable growth rate. In other words, it will level off unless Apple continues to create 

new technology such as the phablet and accessories like the Apple watch.  

 

This two-stage DDM is useful to valuate company, such as Apple, with a super 

normal growth rate during the past three years due to the reasons mentioned above. The 

estimated value of Apple is $ 126.80 per share. 

 

 

 

D Year Dt'or'Vt
Present'Value'Dt'
or'vt/(1.069)^t

D0 2014 1.81 1.69
D1 2015 1.98 1.73
D2 2016 2.16 1.77
D3 2017 2.36 1.80
V4 2018 167.2542 119.81
Total 126.80
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c. Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) 
 

 

 

According to FCFF valuation, the value per share of Apple is $ 124.31 per share. I 

derived the value of fixed capital investment by multiplying its current value and 1.17 (17.2% 

is the growth rate of fixed capital investment from the last two years). I computed the 

working capital investment by multiplying the current year value by 1+ growth rate of sales 

because working capital represents operating liquidity available to business in day-to-day 

operation. I used EBIT as sales*(1+sales growth rate) because operating expense subtracted 

from operating revenue and non-operating income is so small.  

 

 

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

1 2 3 4 5 6
Sales0growth0in0percent 9% 9% 9% 5% 5% 5%

Sales 199,6120000000 217,9760000000 238,0300000000 250,28900000000 263,17900000000 276,73200000

EBIT 17,965.09000 19,6180000000000 21,4230000000000 22,52600000000000 23,6860000000000 24,905.920

(1Dtax0Rate)*EBIT 13,473.82000 14,713.410000 16,067.040000 16,894.5000000 17,764.560000 18,679.440

Depreciation0Expense 8,677000000000000 9,475000000000000 10,3470000000000 10,88000000000000 11,4400000000000 12,0290000000

Increase0in0sales 16,817000000000 18,3640000000000 20,0540000000000 12,25900000000000 12,8900000000000 13,5540000000

Fixed0Capital0Investment 11,217.21000 13,146.570000 15,407.780000 18,057.9200000 18,067.220000 18,076.530

Working0Capital0Investment 5,087.68000000 5,092.36000000 5,097.04000000 5,099.670000000 5,976.81000000 7,004.82000

FCFF=EBIT(1DTax0rate)+DepDFCINVDWCINV

FCFF 5,845.96000000 5,949.80000000 5,909.27000000 4,616.830000000 5,160.77000000 5,627.50000

WACC 0.0574000000000 5.74%

The0Terminal0Value0at0the0end0of0year05 953,813.8200

Present0Value0of0TV050(FCFF) 5,528.62000000 5,321.37000000 4,998.22000000 3,693.060000000 725,455.1500

Value0of0the0firm 744,996.430

Outstanding0debt 28,987

Equity0Value 716,009.430

Value.per.share 124.31.........
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d. Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) 

 

According to FCFE valuation, the value per share of Apple is $216.76 per share. The 

value per share from FCFE is usually less than the FCFF. However, within the past three 

years, Apple has borrowed a lot as mentioned above due to very low interest rate.  

e. Residual Income 

 

Residual Income helps us to identify if a company is generating more income than 

the cost of obtaining capital or not. In this case, positive residual income means that Apple is 

creating value. The value per share of Apple in this case is $ 95.11. 

 

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
FCFF 5,845.962222222222 5,949.80222222 5,909.27222222 4,616.832222222 5,160.7722222222222222 5,627.50222
(15Tax2Rate) 0.75222222222222222222 0.7522222222222222 0.7522222222222222 0.75222222222222222 0.752222222222222222222222 0.75222222222222
Interest2Expense 700.242222222222222 1,276.90222222 2,328.46222222 4,246.022222222 7,742.7522222222222222 14,119.132
Net2Borrowing 19,745.552222222 21,344.942222 23,073.872222 24,942.8622222 26,963.2322222222222 29,147.252
FCFE 25,066.332222222 26,337.062222 27,236.792222 26,375.1722222 26,316.9422222222222 24,185.412
The2Terminal2Value2at2the2end2of2year25 1,575,596.6122222
PV2of2FCFE 23,495.652222222 23,139.852222 22,430.862222 20,360.1922222 1,159,103.6422222
Value2of2Equity 1,248,530.192
Value)per)share 216.76)))))))))))))

Year 1 2 3 4 5
Net$Income 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0

Dividends 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3

Book$value 25.8 30.5 35.2 39.9 44.6

Equity$Charge 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.4 2.7

RI=Net$income$H$Equity$Charge 5.2 5.0 4.8 4.6 4.4

Project$Stock$Price 119.47

premium$book$value 74.82

PV$of$RI 4.83 4.35 3.92 3.53 57.31

Sum$of$PV 73.94

Value-pr-share 95.11
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f. Valuation Based on Market multiples  

Below is the terminal value calculated by using estimated industry average P/E as 

benchmark. 

Industry Ratio:  !"#$%
!"#$%$&' = 18.6 

Apple Earning per share in 2014 is 6.45. 

Value!Per!Share = 18.6 ∗ 6.45 = 119.97 

In this case, Apple stock price is overvalued.  

V. Summary 
 

I took the average of value per share from the 6 methods I used. The current Apple stock 

price is undervalued by about 8 dollars per share and, thus, the current price will continue to 

go up. Investors should buy more shares due its low stock price and the growth rate of Apple. 

The value of Apple stock per share should be $134.85. Thus, investors should considering 

buying more Apple shares due to its riskless characteristic, undervaluation, and its solid 

growth in terms of sales and increase in stock price.  

Method 
Value Per 
Share 

Simple DDM 126.17 
Two Stage DDM 126.8 
FCFF 124.31 
FCFE 216.76 
Residual Income 95.11 
Valuation Based on Market 
Multiples 119.97 
Average 134.85 
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VI. Appendix 

1: Average EPS Growth Rate 

 

2: Average Sales Growth Rate 

 

 

 

3: Average Growth Rate of EBITDA 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 2012 2013 2014
EPS 6.31 5.68 6.45
EPS1Growth1Rate 80.100 0.136
Average1EPS1Growth1Rate 1.79%

EBITDA' 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
1829 2678 4726 6748 12474 19412 35604 58518 57048 61813

Growth'Rate'EBITDA 46% 76% 43% 85% 56% 83% 64% <3% 8%
Avg'growth'Rate'EBITDA 51%

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Sales 13,9313333 19,31533 24,0063333 32,4793333333 42,9053333333 65,2253333333 108,2493333333 156,5083333333 170,9103333333 182,7953333333
Sales3growth3rate 39% 24% 35% 32% 52% 66% 45% 9.20% 7%
Average3sales3growth3rate 34%


